
Text 2 
 

A flourishing slum 
 
The residents of Dharavi, allegedly Asia's biggest slum, are thriving in hardship 

AROUND 6am, the squealing of copulating rats—signalling a night-long verminous orgy on the rooftops of Dharavi, a slum 
in Mumbai—gives way to the more cheerful sound of chirruping sparrows. Through a small window in Shashikant 
(“Shashi”) Kawale's rickety shack, daylight seeps. It reveals a curly black head outside. Further inspection shows that this is 
attached to a man's sleeping body, on a slim metal ledge, 12 feet above the ground. 

With maybe a million residents, crammed into a square mile of low-rise wood, concrete and rusted iron, Dharavi is a 
squeeze. And in Shashi's family hutment—as slum-dwellings are known in Mumbai, where half the city's 14m people live 
in one—it feels like it. As the sparrows stir, so do the neighbours. Through the plank-thin walls of the tiny loft where 
Shashi, a jobbing cleric-cum-social-worker, lives above his parents, come the sounds of people bumping and bickering. 

During a four-day stay in Dharavi, as the guest of Shashi and his friends, your correspondent heard many such tales: of 
hard times, facing up and getting by. The narrators were sometimes bitter or suspicious, but mostly friendly, almost 
invariably courteous, and occasionally, very funny. If poverty can seem dehumanising from afar—especially in much 
reporting on it—up close Dharavi, which is allegedly Asia's biggest slum, is vibrantly and triumphantly alive. 
 
Soon after 6am, in the metre-wide street outside Shashi's hutment, an ugly morning ritual has begun. “It's my turn! My 
husband needs to get to work!” a woman shouts, in jostling over a water tap. In Shiva Shakti Nagar, a slum area of dalits 
(former “untouchables”) from rural Maharashtra, there is a tap for every ten houses, or roughly 100 people. “Push off! My 
kids are late for school!” another woman lashes back. 

All along the street, water is gushing into blue plastic tanks and aluminium tubs, washing sticky breakfast dishes clean. It 
flows down the street in a rippling sheet. Bisecting it is an open drain, which gushes torrentially, flushing away the detritus 
of the previous day.  From the stink of this, it includes a lot of human excrement—which tiny naked children, squatting 
with their backsides jutting over the torrent, are busy adding to. In fact, it is not supposed to be used for this purpose. The 
locals are instead supposed to take their turn at a block of 16 public latrines, serving 300 hutments (or 3,000 people). It 
costs a rupee a visit—or 30 rupees (75 cents) for a monthly family ticket. 

The four children of Venkatesh Dhobi, all aged ten years and under, cannot shun their ancestral pool of filth. They work 
every day in this well of brown water, beside a litter-strewn railway line. They pass unwashed clothes into the pool, where 
20 adult dhobis—of the dalit washer caste—soak and scrub them. With an explosive grunt to keep rhythmic time—a 
sound not unlike that emitted by Japanese Noh theatre actors—together they thwack the heavy sopping clothes onto 
smooth stones. The children then strew them between the railway tracks to dry. 
 
For a decade, the state government has tried coaxing the slum-dwellers to let it bulldoze their hutments and build high-
rise apartments instead. Each dispossessed family is entitled to a flat of 225 square feet. After 30 years, they will be 
allowed to sell it. But only a few have accepted this offer. So now the government is trying to enforce it. In August it put 
the bulldozing and redevelopment of Dharavi, in six parcels, out to tender. The work was due to begin this year. But it has 
been stalled by bad press nationally and local protests, organised by Mr Korde. 
 
So, these may be the last days for Dharavi. If so, much that is wretched will be lost. And, who knows, maybe something 
better will arise. Most of the slum-dwellers doubt this. And a few high-rise blocks, scattered across the slum, do not 
inspire great hope. Many are half-built and slowly mildewing. Lots of their residents, it is said, have already sold up 
illegally, and moved back to the slums, seeking things that town-planners cannot provide: a sense of history, community 
and freedom. Dharavi has these, as well as many horrible problems. It is organic and miraculously harmonious. It is 
intensely human. Unlike the random tower-blocks, Dharavi makes sense. 
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Question 4 
From the paragraph which begins, ‘With maybe a million residents…’ identify one fact that tells you the 
slums are overcrowded. 
 

(1 mark) 
 
 
 
 

Question 5 
If poverty can seem dehumanising from afar—especially in much reporting on it—up close Dharavi, which is allegedly 
Asia's biggest slum, is vibrantly and triumphantly alive. 
 
In this example, how does the writer use language to show that life in the slum is positive despite its 
challenges? 
 

(1 mark) 
 
 
 

Question 6 
The writer attempts to engage the reader through the description of life in the slum. 
 
Evaluate how successfully this is achieved. 
 
Support your views with detailed reference to the text. 
 

(15 marks) 


